We have performed relativistic calculations of single and double core 1s hole states of the noble gas atoms in order to explore the relativistic corrections and their additivity to the ionization potentials. Our study unravels the interplay of progression of relaxation, dominating in the single and double ionization potentials of the light elements, versus relativistic one-electron effects and quantum electrodynamic effects, which dominate toward the heavy end. The degree of direct relative additivity of the relativistic corrections for the single electron ionization potentials to the double electron ionization potentials is found to gradually improve toward the heavy elements. The Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian is found to predict a scaling ratio of ∼4 for the relaxation induced relativistic energies between double and single ionization. Z-scaling of the computed quantities were obtained by fitting to power law. The effects of nuclear size and form were also investigated and found to be small. The results indicate that accurate predictions of double core hole ionization potentials can now be made for elements across the full periodic table.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern experimental development has enabled studies of new processes and states of matter containing hollow atoms and multiply ionized states. Efficient multielectron detection time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometry 1 and related photoelectronphotoelectron coincidence (TOF-PEPECO) spectroscopy 2 have made it possible to study multiple ionization processes induced by single photons from synchrotron sources. Recently inaugurated, free electron laser (FEL) facilities offer sources of very intense radiation, capable of inducing sequential and direct multiphoton-multielectron processes. Such efforts, now taking place at, e.g., the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) show the promise to measure the kinetic energies of two core photoelectrons generated via sequential absorption of two or more photons from a short x-ray pulse. [3] [4] [5] Double photoionization by a single photon can be achieved at traditional synchrotron radiation sources and in TOF-PEPECO experiments. The dynamics of single photon double photoionization can be divided to a few interfering first order amplitudes arising from initial state electron correlation, electron knock-out, and shake-off processes. 6 The dynamics of the one-photon double core photoionization has also gained interest recently 7, 8 and among other interesting features, the one-photon double ionization cross section has revealed to be a sensitive probe of initial and the final state electron correlation. The spearhead of current experimental efforts utilizes the potential of the recently opened x-ray FELs to produce photon energies sufficient to give rise to onea) Author to whom correspondence should be addresses. Electronic mail:
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photon deep core photoionization and field strengths capable to induce multiphoton processes. The latter can be divided in direct, nonsequential ionization (NSI), and sequential ionization (SI) based on the physical process of ionization. 9, 10 In a NSI multiphoton process, two or more photons are annihilated from the radiation field simultaneously with the requirement of conservation of the total energy of the system, while in a sequential process, photons are absorbed one by one, each step fulfilling the energy conservation principle. The SI processes are more limited by energy as for every step of the ionization process, an intermediate electronic state must be accessible. The sequential ionization has been found to be much more effective mechanism in the production of hollow Ne atoms than correlation driven one-photon double ionization. 4 The complete understanding of the dynamics of these processes, however, still offers a considerable challenge.
The experimental endeavours in the area have spurred concomitant theoretical efforts, which in fact often have preceded the actual measurements. Recent studies have applied different multiconfiguration self-consistent field, perturbation theory, and density functional theory approaches to explore the nature of double core hole states. Calculations have indicated several interesting particularities with respect to the contribution of relaxation, electron correlation, Coulomb repulsion, and exchange. For instance, the residual (dynamical) relaxation between single and double ionization is very large for the two core electron ionization at the same site, while it is comparably small, and can even be negative, when the two electrons are emitted from different sites of the molecules.
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These contributions are both two-element specific and structurally dependent, amounting to a sizeable chemical shift that is very specific compared to the common case of single core electron ionization.
So far, experiments of the core hole states produced by double photoionization have been rather limited. The Ne 1s double ionization potential (DIP) was early derived experimentally from a hypersatellite in the x-ray emission spectrum of Neon by Ågren et al., 12 and more recently by Pelicon and co-workers, 13 and by Southworth et al. 14 measuring the KK-KLL hypersatellite Auger spectra. The 1s double ionization of silver has also been reported. 15 The single core ionization potentials (IPs) for the whole studied series from Ne to Rn can be found from the spectral line data re-analysis by Bearden et al. 16 . For Ne, a more recent experiment has been reported by Pettersson and co-workers. 17 The studies of hollow atoms have been reviewed by Winter and Aumayr, 18 while the competition between decay channels of the double core hole states for elements with Z ≤ 36 has also been studied by Chen. 19 The developed new x-ray FELs promise photon fluxes and energies suitable for multiple sequential and direct core ionization of atoms and molecules. For example, the currently operating AMO instrument at LCLS covers the photon energy range from 480 to 2000 eV (Ref. 20) with first harmonics photon energies reaching up to some 10 keV. After planned upgrades, photon energies up to 25 keV may be reached. 20 Even though it is evident that sequential double 1s core ionization of high-Z elements cannot be studied by the current experimental setups, future experiments can be expected to extend toward elements with higher Z value. Meanwhile, computational studies offer the possibilities to unravel trends for the full range of stable elements in the periodic table.
In order to forego coming experiments and aid our understanding further on the formation of such hollow states we undertake in the present work a study of the relativistic contributions to double core electron ionization for the noble gas series from Neon to Radon using the 4-component DiracHartree-Fock method. We explore, in particular, the additivity of relativistic effects between single and double ionization and the coupling between relaxation and relativistic contributions with respect to nuclear charge and the nuclear charge distribution. The Z-scaling of the computational results is also discussed. For this purpose, we present calculations for 1s
and 1s −2 ionization energies performed for the noble gas series from Neon to Radon to cover the Z-range of stable elements in the periodic table.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The core ionization potentials and double ionization potentials have been determined for the noble gases (including from Ne to Rn) by means of the SCF method at the Hartree-Fock level of theory and by employment of the nonrelativistic (NR) Lévy-Leblond (LL) Hamiltonian 21 as well as the relativistic Dirac-Coulomb (DC), Dirac-Coulomb-Gaunt (DCG), and Dirac-Coulomb-Breit (DCB) Hamiltonians. All SCF calculations have been carried out by use of either the DIRAC program, 22 in which case results are obtained for the LL, DC, and DCG zeroth-order Hamiltonians, or the GRASP (Ref. 23) program, in which case results are obtained for the DC zeroth-order Hamiltonian with DCG and DCB corrections determined by means of the first-order perturbation theory and with use of the RATIP program package. 24 The relativistic atomic structure theory is discussed in detail in Ref. 25 .
The calculations using the DIRAC program are based on a finite atomic orbital basis consisting of scalar, real, Gaussian functions, and, for a given large-component basis set, the small component basis functions are obtained by the application of the condition of the restricted kinetic balance. For Ne and Ar, we adopted Dunning's augmented correlation consistent polarized core valence quintuple-ζ (aug-ccpCV5Z) basis set, 26, 27 and, for Kr, Xe, and Rn, we adopted Dyall's quadruple-ζ basis set. 28 To allow for full flexibility in the atomic orbital basis and thereby enabling an accurate description of relaxed orbitals for the ionized species, we decontracted the basis sets for all elements. As an estimate of the basis set convergence, we also determined DIPs with employment of the corresponding lower order decontracted basis sets, i.e., basis sets with exponents taken from Dunning's aug-cc-pCVQZ basis set for Ne and Ar and Dyall's triple-ζ basis set for Kr, Xe, and Rn. 28, 29 This comparison reveals a maximum discrepancy of 44 meV, occurring for the nonrelativistic DIP results of Ne, and we, therefore, consider our presented results as accurate with respect to the issue of basis set convergence. We note that the electronic relaxation effects are largest for the double ionized states and the comparison of DIP results is, therefore, the most critical one. In addition, calculations using the GRASP program are based on tabulated radial wave functions that are to be considered as representing the atomic basis set limit and comparisons made against the GRASP benchmark data in Sec. III give further evidence for the quality of the chosen basis sets. Calculations using the DIRAC and GRASP programs adopt the Gaussian and Fermi charge distributions, respectively, as representations of nuclei. Unless specified differently, values for the nuclear parameters were obtained from Ref. 30 .
III. RESULTS
The results of our calculations are presented in Table I . For comparison, experimental values, taken from literature, are also given. In the following paragraphs, we discuss features of each correction studied.
IPs of the noble gas series from Ne to Rn cover the energy range from approximately 870 to 100 000 eV, while DIPs range from some 1800 to 200 000 eV. As seen from Table I , the calculations for single IP with the DCG Hamiltonian show good agreement with the experimental IP values through the whole series. The calculated DIP for Ne is also quite close to the experimental value. It has been noted that the error limits for the IP values given in Ref. 16 are not absolute. For example, for Ne, the value given in Ref. 16 (866.9 ± 0.3 eV) deviates more than 10 times the given error limit from the value obtained from Ref. 17 (870.21 eV) . This may be due to the method of indirect evaluation of the IP from existing energy data. Such determination usually relies on a decay cascade from which a set of equations is set up to solve the core IP. In such a scheme the errors can be expected to accumulate for the heavy elements. 
A. One-electron relativistic effects
The . We note that a factor 2 for the ratio means direct additivity of the relativistic correction.
Starting from a couple of eVs for Ne, the relativistic oneelectron energy contribution naturally increases toward the heavier end of the noble gas series being ∼11 000 eV and ∼23 000 eV for Rn IP and DIP, respectively. The additivity of the one-electron relativistic energy in the IP and DIP is best fulfilled for the heavy end elements, as seen from Fig. 1 . The ratio of the relativistic corrections to DIPs and IPs, thus, approaches systematically the value 2 when proceeding the series toward the heavy elements, as seen from Fig. 1 . Even though the relativistic corrections to IPs and DIPs are small in absolute values for light elements, they differ relatively the most when the degree of ionization is increased from 1 to 2. This may qualitatively be expected as low-Z elements have fewer electrons for which relativistic effects are significant.
B. Relaxation
The relaxation energy contributions to the 1s IPs and DIPs (relax IP and relax DIP , respectively) were calculated at the NR, DC, and DCG levels as the difference between (D)IPs with the relaxed SCF orbitals and frozen ground state orbitals. The energies are given in Table II. For IPs, the relaxation energy starts from ∼-23 eV for Ne and ends up around -100 eV for Rn. For DIPs, the relaxation energy begins from -85 eV for Ne and extends to around -400 eV for Rn, thus roughly following the rule that the relaxation energy depends quadratically on the induced hole charge. 31 The relative effect of relaxation is largest for IP DC and DIP DC of Ne, affecting the second significant digit of the IP, while at the heavy end of the series, the effect of relaxation is seen in the third significant digit of the IP. As observed in Table II , all three levels of theory give agreeing relaxation energies for the IP and DIP of Ne, while toward the heavy end of the noble gas series, the values begin to differ. The relaxation energies from the NR framework differ the most from the relativistic values for Rn. For all atoms, the DCG Hamiltonian gives the largest absolute values for relaxation energy. As seen in Table I and Table II , the relativistic one-electron contributions dominate for IPs and DIPs in the heavy end of the series, whereas the effect of relaxation dominates at the light end of the series. The relativistic energy induced by orbital relaxation was calculated from
The values for IP s and DIP s are given in Table III and tivistic energies are larger in absolute values for DCG than for DC.
C. Dependence on the nuclear model
The dependence of IPs and DIPs on the used nuclear model was studied at the DC and DCG levels. The results are presented in Table IV , which show DC-SCF IPs and DIPs with a Gaussian (DIRAC code) nucleus accompanied by the values from DC-SCF calculation using Fermi nucleus (GRASP code). The values for the DCG Hamiltonian are presented similarly. The nuclear parameters were taken from Ref. 30 .
As seen from the values of Table IV , there is no significant difference between the used nuclear model. Interestingly, IP DC s for Rn differ by 9 eV while the DCG values remain closely the same. For DIPs, similar observations are made. The given values also include the effect of finite basis set as the Fermi nucleus model was used in the GRASP calculation, where tabulated radial wave functions are being used. We find that the used finite Gaussian basis sets and nuclear charge distribution reproduce well the results of complete basis set limit and the more realistic Fermi nuclear charge distribution.
The effect of the used nuclear size was calculated using the Gaussian model for Rn by the DIRAC code. The nuclear radius with a root-mean-square (rms) r rms 0 was scaled down to 75% of the rms radius (exponents 1.32423502 × 10 8 and 2.35419559 × 10 8 in a.u., respectively). The results of the calculation are given in Table V . The IP and DIP values obtained by the DC method are more dependent of the nuclear size than the values obtained by the NR method. In the radical change of the nuclear rms size, the maximal nuclear size effect (34.93 eV for IP DC and 70.60 eV for DIP DCG ) is found in the fourth significant digit of (D)IPs. Orbital relaxation has negligible effect in the difference.
D. Relativistic electron-electron interaction corrections
Depending on the gauge used for the electromagnetic field, the first relativistic electron-electron interaction term results in different forms. 25 The Gaunt operator form is obtained in the long-wavelength limit of applying the Feynman Fig. 3 . The ratios have similar trends as a function of Z, but the transverse Breit correction for DIPs seems to be around 1.2 times the correction in IPs while the Gaunt term giving a higher ratio. For comparison, the scaling ratio of the Gaunt correction obtained from the DIRAC code is depicted in Fig. 3 giving very similar behaviour as the corresponding correction from the GRASP code.
E. Z-scaling
In order to investigate Z-scaling properties of our results we have performed fitting of several computed quantities functions of Z. The Z-scaling was assumed to follow the functional form where x denotes the quantity to be fitted, a and n are the parameters to be solved. The values of the parameters are given in 
